Summer Craft - Star Art Books | Ages 5-12
Stars and galaxies

Stories in the stars : an
atlas of constellations

by James Buckley

A highly visual introduction to
the stars and constellations of
the Milky Way and beyond
teaches elementary science
vocabulary while sharing fun
facts about subjects ranging
from dwarfs and supergiants to
the speed of light and how to
stargaze.

by Susanna Hislop

In an illustrated volume, a writer
and stargazer and an
international artist join forces to
leap between centuries,
cultures and traditions,
presenting a whole universe of
stars and their stories in all their
blazing glory.

First big book of space

The fox on the swing
by Evelina Daciūtçe

Paul, a boy who lives with his
parents in a tree in the park,
makes friends with a fox who
likes to swing in the park, but he
worries when his father says
that they have to move

by Catherine D. Hughes

A sumptuously illustrated latest
edition to the series that
includes National Geographic
Little Kids First Big Book of
Dinosaurs introduces basic
concepts about outer space,
from the sun and the moon to
the planets and space exploration.

Star climbing

Stellar stargazer!

by Lou Fancher

by Jane O'Connor

When he cannot sleep, a little
boy imagines himself on a
nighttime journey across the sky
where he can run and dance
with star constellations,
including Leo the Lion, Pisces
the Fish, and Cygnus the Swan.

With her trademark flair and
do-it-yourself attitude, Fancy
Nancy manages to turn gazing
at the sky into a celestial
experience, in a new title in the
best-selling series which
features a glow-in-the-dark
cover. 175,000 first printing.

Stars! Stars! Stars!

Henry's stars

by Nancy Elizabeth
Wallace

by David Elliot

Henry the pig is excited to spot
the Great Pig in the sky one
starry night, but when he shows
the other farm animals, he gets
frustrated because they each
see something different.

When Minna expresses an
interest in stars, her mother
suggests she invite a few friends
to a star party, including a
special dinner, a trip to the new
Star Space at the Children's
Museum, and star-gazing
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